Velocigraph vg03

Introducing the latest edition of our Velocograph.

Automated Design Corporation

High Quality Precision Instrument
The most advanced high-speed chronograph available.
The VelociGraph VG03 captures high-speed pulses from external sensors (typically
an ADC iBeam Sensor, or other light-screen sensor), calculates the time between
those pulses and, if configured to do so, the speed of the projectile that passed
through the sensors. Data is available via the RS485 serial port built into the device
using a custom protocol.

Details:
The ADC VelociGraph Model VG03
works with ballistic sensors, like the
ADC iBeams, to calculate the velocities
of projectiles with a high-degree of
resolution and repeatability.
The VG03 features an RS-485 port for
data collection, with a data variable as:


Feet/second (VG02-02 emulation)



Meters/second (VG02-02 emulation)



Milliseconds between pulses (VG02-02
emulation)



Delta-Milliseconds mode, which outputs
all the pulses of an event relative to the
first pulse received.



A network mode for direct polling of the
timing information.

Import data into your custom software
solution, or data is easily collected to
any standard PC using the free ADC
Recorder Software, available at the
ADC website.

The VG03 is designed to be integrated easily with an ADC iBeam sensor system, but
can accept any pulse 0.5 milliseconds or with a voltage range of 5-24VDC without
any need for configuration. In short, the VelociGraph VG03 can be integrated with
almost any sensor available.
The VG03 is typically used for capturing the speed of a projectile, but has been used
for other applications, as well. Because of its adaptability and the ease at which it
can be used with other software, the uses of the VG03 are limitless
The VG03 has four inputs, but can be networked with other VG03 units to handle
large sensor installations.

Configuration
The VelociGraph is used to capture pulses from up to 4 sensors. The VG03 comes
with a factory defaults already programmed into the unit. These defaults work for
most situations.
The VelociGraph VG03 is configured using the vg03config program, which sends
configuration data to the VG03 through its serial port. Vg03config is provided with
the purchase of a new VG03, or freely downloaded from the Automated Design
Corporation website at http://www.automateddesign.com.
Vg03Config computer requirements:

•

OS: Microsoft Windows 7/2000/XP/VISTA

•

A standard RS485 serial port

•

An RS485 cable (provided with VG03)

Part Number:
Velocigraph Part Number
VG03-0400
iBeam Power/Signal Cables
Custom Lengths Available. Cost is an additional $1 per foot. Contact ADC for
custom configuration pricing.
ADC-2325-CAB1

iBeam Connector to Flying Leads

ADC-2325-CAB2

iBeam Connector to VG02, 3M Long

ADC-2325-CAB3

Old/New iBeam Adaptor, .3M Long

Software and Programming Cable
ADC-2325 RS422
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Programming Cable and Adaptor

Layout
All models feature four inputs. Using
its RS485 ports, the VG03 can be networked with a maximum of 255 units
to accommodate long sensor chains
while avoiding extended cable lengths
and signal degradation.
The VG03 will work with almost any
PNP sensor signal with a voltage range
of 5VDC to 24VDC.
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You can link up to ten units together to suit your needs.

Network
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You can also use a channel
splitter for up to four inputs.

Sensor Array Drag Studies
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Contact ADC
Korea

Japan

MPS ASIA CO., LTD.
Tsurumi-ku, Shitte 3-6-7, Yokohama
Kanagawa 230-0003
Japan
81-45-584-1309
ojirotos@mps-asia.co.jp

North and South America,
Australia and Europe
Automated Design Corporation
1404 Joliet road Suite D
Romeoville, Illinois 60446 USA
630-783-1150
www.automateddesign.com
sales@automateddesign.com

James Trading Co., Ltd.
Goldentower 13fl, 53 Chungjeong-ro,
Seodaemun-gu, Seoul 03736
Korea
82-10-3721-3635
james@jamestr.com

